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housing to be included as a living option

New smoke-fre- e

room without a smoker in it We
found that a large majority of students applying to The College
don't want to live with someone

Ryan Dansak
This past Monday in Lowry Pit,

Director of Housing Matha

who smokes."
Up until this point, the section of
the application for admission to the
College, which asks if the student
would prefer to have a roommate
who smokes or does not smoke, has
only been used as a guide for placing students together. Now there
will be actual rooms where students
who do not wish to be around smoke
can live.
"Other colleges have entire dorms
which are completely smoke-freThat's not to say that Wooster is.
even close to doing something like
that, but this is definitely a step in
the right direction," said Thorton.
Applications are presently avail-

Thornton held an informal meeting with students to discuss housing for next semester. One of the
most pressing issues which was
discussed was the addition of the
smoke-fre- e
living option, which
will be available for the first time
next year.
"Smoke-fre- e
will only be
smoke-frethat will be the only
limitation on the rooms," said
Thorton. When asked why chemical-free
was not the same as
e;

e.

Thornton replied,
was originally de-

signed for students who were recovering from some sort of chemical abuse. Many people who are
in recovery smoke." Thornton
feels that a smoke free environment for students is a necessity.
When asked how it became
parent that there was a need for
smoke-fre- e
living on campus,
Thornton said, "We counted the
number of applications from the first
year class that wanted to live in a

able in the housing office, but
Thornton stresses that once an application is handed in, the student

must take the

room,

smoke-fre- e

Depending on the number of stulivdents who apply for smoke-fre- e
ing next year, either Holden, or both
Holden and Compton will be designated as the dorms which will house
option.
the smoke-fre- e
Thornton admits that she does not
know which rooms will actually be
rooms. "I
used as the smoke-fre- e
can't say for sure which rooms will
be used, but obviously they will be
on the lower floors since smoke
rises."
As far as enforcing the rules of a
floor, it will be a community decision. If someone living
rooms does not
in the smoke-fre- e
policy,
by
the
abide
they can be asked to move out of
the area. Thornton hopes that if
someone applies for the
rooms, they will choose not to
smoke and will respect everyone
else's decision to live in a smoke-fre- e
environment.
Applications for smoke-fre- e
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are

"dueback in the Housing
"Once you sign up, you are
rQffice
by
4 p.m. on Feb. 27.
We
can't
rooms.
those
taking
ted to
There is no limitation to how
have a bunch of students sign up and
then back out at the last minute," many students can sign, up for the
smoke-fre- e

living.

verted to Ethernet So far, Compton,
Douglass, Holden Wing and Annex,

Kenarden, Luce, Stevenson,

The College of Wooster's
puter network is about to get faster
and easier to access. The Academic Computing Service ancom-

nounced this week that the
College's administration has

ap-

proved a networking project,

scheduled for this summer, that
will convert the remainder of
Holden, Babcock, Wagner, Mateer
and the Physical Education Center to Ethernet access. By 1999,
all of The College of Wooster's
residence halls, with the exception
of the small houses, will be con

Orchestra will be performing
a tribute to composer Jack

Gallagher Sun. at 8:15 p.m. in

Unlike the current LocalTalk
tem, which runs off of standard

Kauke, Lowry Center, Scovel, the
Service Building and Taylor have already had Ethernet installed. Once
the project is finished, 1072 out of
Wooster's 175 1 students will be able
to use Ethernet from their rooms.
According to ACS Director Philip
Harriman, Ethernet networks allow
students' personal computers to access the World Wide Web at 40 times

phone wire and can be

the speed that they do under
LocalTalk, and are useable by Win
V

The Wooster Symphony

;

d.

Andrews and Gault Libraries, Ebert,

Galpin, Gault Alumni Center,

Amnesty International

will sponsor Peace and
Justice Week Monday
through Friday.

McGaw Sunday..
On Friday morning, Dining
Services will hold their annual
V

Valentine's Day breakfast

77k nice weather provided an opportunity

IBMs and Compaqs) as well as
Apple-base-

d"

one LocalTalk port can
be connected to a second port and
that second port can be connected
so that
to a third port, and so on
multiple users can use the same port
at the same time.
Ethernet runs off of special Category 5 Unshielded Twisted Pair

Wiring and will require multiple
ports per room. The Ethernet ports
are then hooked to a hub, which is
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V Valentine's Day is Saturday
and President's Day is Monday.

V

installed somewhere in the dorm,
and which connects the dorm's
computers back to ACS's system

in Taylor Hall via

systele-

"daisy-chaine-

r
j

J

machines (for example,

dows-base- d

A

Photo by Eric Barken

All buildings except small houses to be converted by 1999
Brian J. McFillen

-
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said Thorton.
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Ethernet conversion to continue

V
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smoke-fre- e,
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David Areil will discuss

spiritual Judaism on Tuesday at
1:15 p.m. in Lean as part of the
Clergy Academy.

fiber-opt- ic

cable. This type of set-u- p is called
a "star topology," due to the fact
that all the ports radiate out from
the hub.
Also, starting next year, ACS will
dial-u- p
PPP service for stucomputdents with Windows-base- d
LocalTalk
in
living
are
ers, who
rooms. Dial-u- p PPP service, unlike
regular modem access, will enable
Windows users to use Eudora and
Netscape, including having access
to graphics.

offer

V Tuesday's

Great Deci-siolecture will focus on

far a game of ultimate frisbee.
This summer's project will cost the
College ofWooster $260,000, and the
total cost of converting the campus is
as of yet unknown. The small houses
are expected to be converted sometime after 1999, because the College
is waiting for future technological
advances to make connecting them to
Ethernet cheaper and easier.
When asked whether the conversions were being conducted because
of Apple Computer's financial difficulties, Harriman said, "Not really,
since the College started the conversion before Apple's recent problems,
but it is one reason that we want to
convert."

ns

"Politics and Economic
Development in the Caribbean."
Robert Fatton will deliver the

6 mumikv?fi

--

speech at 7:30 p.m. in Scheide.
V Wednesday the After Hours
Coffee House will take place in
the Underground from 10 p.m.-- 1
a.m.
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Mike Green discusses alcohol use
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Katy Geldrich
Mike Green, a

National

recovering

Marcia Lewis, mother of former White House intern Monica
Lewinsky, appeared before a grand jury in Washington on Tuesday.
Lewis made her statements to the jury after an attempt by her lawyer,
Billy Martin, to quash a suponea brought against her, failed. Martin's
statements after her appearance indicated that she may be called again
in the future to testify. Independent counsel Kenneth Starr .and his
staff brought Lewis in because they believe that she may have information about gifts that President Clinton gave to Lewinsky from President Clinton. Also on Tuesday, Lewinsky's lawyer, William Ginsburg,
said that she is willing to testify before the Whitewater grand jury if
subpoenaed but may use her Fifth Amendment right against
'
".
.'
in the" testimony.
self-incriminat-

ion

The FBI and ATF have intensified their search for Eric Robert
Rudolph, a possible "material witness" in the Jan. 29 bombing of a
police ofBirmingham, Abu, women's clinic, which killed an
ficer and severely wounded a nurse.' Tuesday, federal agents searched
the forests of western North Carolina for Rudo'.h, ar.i took Lis truck
for forensic tests. The truck was found abandoned in a wooded area
mobile
outside Murphy, North Carolina, five miles from Euiol-h'- s
home. Despite the fact that Rudo!-- h is only being sought as a witness,
authorities have warned that the public shoul J net
-Lira
"due to ths viclmce associated v. '.h f is crL ?.".
try to ?roach
to Lave till : i v
is
Also, a man nzrzi Dave
Rudolph durizj ea
j :z::zt ia Axzzzlst Va., fl! : c :y$
before tLs EIrr- -r lnt:-lir- ;.
V
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re-

sponse from the

crowd: Tom
Johnson '01
Sponsored by the
said, "The lecSubstance Abuse
was very inture
ComAwareness
formative and
mittee, his mesentertaining and
sage is not "Don't
the way that he
drink," but rather,
got his point
"If you are going
across was the
to drink, drink reright way."
sponsibly."
Michelle
Green's main foPhoto by Eric Bakken Castleman '01
cus in the lecture Mike Green speaks to students Monday.
shared his view,
was what he calls
is wanted pregnancies and sexually saying that "it wasn't the same borA
ing 'don't drink' lecture."
"a short term problem with life long transmitted diseases, injuries, crimiCarrie Sekerak '00 said, "I think
records.
nal
consequences.".
good that he didn't lecture us not
way
it's
best
the
that
suggested
Green
some
the
of
He went through
problems that can occur because of to avoid these things is to watch out to drink, that he realizes that college
drunk driving, un- - for your friends when they drink, students do drink."
"one-nighte- r"
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s wi.h 14, tyir.2 wl.h
Tiric" has found it: -- If bacbz' the rcr.:
"All About Eve" for the most nominated novi; cf all time. Along wiih
various technical nominations, "Tilzrlz" is i? for best picture, with
James Cameron for best director, Kz z Y.lzslet for best actress, and
Gloria Stuart for best supporting actress. Winslet's and Stuart's nominations make for the first time two performers have been nominated
for playing the same character in the same film. .Titanic" is rivaled

for the best picture award by "TLA. Confidential," "As Good As It Gets,"
"Good Will Hunting," and The Full Monty." Jack Nicholson, nominated for best actor for his role in "As Good As It Gets," has become
the most nominated man of all time with 1 1 career ruminations (three
:
of which have been wins).
.

International
'

Tuesday, President Clinton publicly thanked the countries who
have supported a possible UJS. attack on Iraq. He particularly called
attention to the military aid from Britain, and from new allies, Australia and ranaAa Canada has offered to provide a frigate, 300 to 400
troops, and two Hercules aircrafts, used to refuel fighter jets in mid-ai- r.
Australia, while saying that it favored a diplomatic solution, has offered to provide 250 special forces troops, two Boeing 707 aircraft for
refueling fighters, and intelligence and medical specialists if negotiations fail. China and Russia continue to oppose the use of force, citing
that it would put many civilian lives injeopardy. Iraq, meanwhile, sent
to seek backing for Iraq
Foreign Minister Mohammed Saeed
from Syrian President Hafez Assad. It was the first time that Assad
had talked with an Iraqi official since 1980. when Iraq broke off diplowar.
matic ties, after Syria sided with Iran in the Iran-Ira- q
also plans to visit Jordan, Egypt and Lebanon in order to drum up support for Iraq.
al-Sah-

haf

Al-Sah-

haf

Armed with guns and farming tools, Hutu rebels hacked to death
in a village in northwestern Rwanda on Friday. The village,
people
58
Ngugo, on Rwanda's border with the Democratic Republic of Congo,
was hit by a night attack in which 1 8 families were killed. This was the
second such attack in a week. Last Wednesday, attackers slaughtered
33 people with machetes and hoes in the nearby Ruhengeri region.
.V compiled by Brian

J. McFilUn

with information from "CNN Online"

'

SGA funding still damn good
Jamie Mapes
The SGA funding allocation process, which occurred last Wednesday and Thursday, ran fairly

with their funding.
The first group to be funded on
Thursday night also had a problem
with their funding. The Women in
Science representative asked that

smoothly, considering that the orga- ' SGA consider fulfilling the WIS renization received requests for over quest for $60 for speaker travel.
"Four of our speakers are from off
$13,000 and had only $6,000 to discampus and they will all have to
tribute. President Pat Watts '99 began both sessions by reminding travel between a half hour to two
hours. We would like to be able to
groups of the restrictions the Fundgive them something to compensate
ing Allocations Committee worked
under to come up with suggested for their travel," said a WIS reprefunding amounts. "We only had so sentative.
Senator Jacque Gray '00 momuch money, but if we had it we
tioned for a friendly amendment to
would give it to you."
Twenty groups requested funds add the $60 to the recommended
from SGA this semester and out of $320. This motion passed and
that only three had problems with Women in Science received $380.
The other group that took issue
FAC recommendations. Amnesty

International was one of those

groups. The FAC suggested $200 for

speakers.

Group representative

Marie Christiansen '01 said she was

happy with that amount, but requested $50 more for film and developing fees. "During Peace arid
Justice Week we would really like
to feature photos on the Lowry Art
Wall, but we won't be able to do that
without the extra funds. It really is
something that will benefit the
whole campus," said Christiansen.
FAC Chair Jim Pruce 98 said,
"We understand that it is a good purpose, but because of limited funds
we had to fund educational things
first In order to meet budget certain things had to go."
A motion was then made to ac-

cept, the FAC's recommendation
and give Amnesty International

$200. This was unanimously

passed by the Senate. The rest of
Wednesday's groups were happy

with the FAC's recommendation
was Koinonia. "We're thankful for
the speakers, but could we add
money for the retreat? A significant
number of people will be going and

it is open to the whole campus. This
event brings people into our group,"
said Jonathan Seitz '98.
FAC member Mayura James '99
said "given the money we had this
year we had to cut all retreats to 25

percent"
The Senate voted to give Koinonia
$175, the original amount suggested
by the FAC and went on to finish
voting on funding. Once that was
complete, SGA had allocated all but
$143.51 of the money they had for
the semester. Vice President for Academic Affairs Leah Montesano '98

raised the question about what

would be done with the remaining
funds.

Pruce said that although they
could, in theory, give all the groups

more money, "how do we do that?
There are 20 groups, we could give
each group $7. 1 8, it gets a little hairy."
After more discussion about the possibility of adding to some groups'
amounts, SGA decided to leave things
as they were. Gray made a motion to
pass the funding with no more allo-

cations. The motion passed with
Montesano objecting.

Classifieds
XABH
I7B0-- 1 1B00WXXK
Raise all ihe money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fundraiser on your campus.
No investment Avery link time
needed There's no obligation, so
why not call far information today.

Can

1-800-323-

law-enforceni-

positive

lecture circuit
spoke Monday.

"one-nighter-

off-du- ty

alco-

holic who comes
to the college every year on his

-8454x95.

.

and only drink
around people
who will watch
out for you.
Green's lecture got a very

Help Wanted: Men
Women earn $375 weekly
processing assembling
Medical I.D. Cards at
home. Immediate openings, your local area.
Experience unnecessary,
will train. Call Medicard
Ext.
118M
1-541-3-

86-5290

College Evenings Bored?
date line can
Our
help you find your respect24-ho- ur

able date. Call:
ext. 8581
must be 18 yrs old.
$2.99 min
1-900-2-

85-9287
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Relations with China discussed

I

SGA addresses weights
Jamie Mapes

Jessica DuPlaga

"Huts and shanty houses" appear

alongside modern skyscrapers;
"China is the third largest
Qing Shan Tan, a professor of while atomic weapons are produced, economy yet it is not a member of
political science at Cleveland State farmers "plow through the field the World Trade Organization,"
University, presented the Feb. 10 with water buffalo;" the informasaid Tan. This is a result of U.S.
Great Decisions Forum "U.S.tion age pf "modern facilities, efforts to encourage China to
China Relations: The Next Chapfaxes, internets and web sites" is "open up its market," "lower tarter." Tan presented an overview comparable use of the "abacus to iffs," and to instill "electoral propof U.S. China relations in the past calculate."
erty rights protections." and his views of future issues that
U.S. involvement in security isUnited States involvement in
will prove that China "will play a Japan has been looked upon unfasues is a source of discontent for
very important role in the internavorably. In the past, the Clinton China as well. China is fearful of
tional community. How that role administration has attempted to containment by the U.S., espeis played is of great interest to the link human rights and trade issues, cially with U.S.'s collaboration
U.S."
with Japan, which was ac
Currently, the Clinton ada security arrangetually
is the
China
third largest, economy
. ment for Asian stability, not
.
.
ministration
uiays a large
wwt
laigc
miiiisiiaiiiii plays
the World Chinese containment.
role in engaging China in yet it is not a member
Taiwan issues continue to
dialogues that are very im- - Trade Organization," said Tan.
portant to the nation's
grow as Chinese suspicions
emerging status as a world power, a feat that Tan claims is impossible.
of U.S. visits, encouragement of
but in the past, U.S. -- China relaThe Chinese human rights policy Taiwanese independence and detions had "a lot of ups and downs, involves a "militant policy to dissimocratization process seem to
but mostly downs," said Tan. The dents within China" of political ori"move U.S. even closer to Taiwan
entation; it has little to do with trade then ever before."
United States had hopes and expectations for Chinese democracy and the economy. Also, sending U.S.
Cooperation between the U.S.
that have quickly diminished. A troops to the Taiwan straight to overand China on the above issues is
relalook Chinese military exercises inreassessment of U.S.-Chiessential if China is to become a
creased Taiwan-Chin- a
tension.
tions affairs is necessary, accordnew world power with the likes of
Such involvement may result in a Iraq and the emerging Russian
ing to Tan, to alleviate these expectations.
number of future issues in U.S.states. The U.S. has a "stake in
Since China's reform, there have China relations, one of which is China for being a good internabeen numerous changes in trade disputes. Since the end of the tional citizen," said Tan. And
Cold War, strategical interests have China is learning, even if it is only
lifestyle and politics. Governmen-tallthere has been corruption, been overshadowed by economic a "grass roots democratization
balinterests. The U.S. has a large trade process" of
state sector problems, and "shrinking revenues." Attempts have been deficit ($20 billion by U.S. figures lot elections of chief executives
made to shift the burden to the and $9 billion by Chinese figures) in the rural areas or a rising power
people and to local governments. to China, but China also greatly deof societal forces and associations
China, according to Tan, is "full of pends on exports to the U.S. Thirty
that are "becoming increasingly
contradictions."
percent of Chinese exports go to the autonomous."

Following their efficient funding
meeting, SGA held a rather long meeting this week. Discussion focused on
the weight room ad hoc committee
and issues that had come out of the
committee's findings.
Chair Ryan Dansak '00 reported on
the results gathered from a survey
which was in the weight room. Of the
152 returned, 91 percent were not
happy with the present condition of
'
the weight room, 62

--

percent
thought

of

women's hours. Vice President for
Academic Affairs Leah Montesano
'98 said, "We want he survey to
reflect the whole student body, not
just the people that use the weight
room. If a woman feels uncomfortable using the weight room when men
are there she probably did not fill out
the survey."
After much discussion about the
problem with a women's only hour,
Dansak said he felt intimidated when

Dan Shortridge

-

, After three years of discussion, the department of religious studies
will undergo a series of changes next semester, in an attempt to
strengthen the department and better serve the students interests.

--

--
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Campus Council began the traditional spring charter review process
by discussing the charter of Pueblo
de Esperanza at its Tuesday meeting. After some discussion, it was
the consensus of Council to send the
group's charter back to the Charter

:lfelzzo72 rsstrtictzirsd

Committee to correct minor revisions. Charter Committee Chairman Ben Harpster '98 stated that he
,

would return the charter to the group
pointing out the specific areas which
require correction. The charter review process for many student organizations will continue throughout the spring semester.
In other business, Council Chair
Rorie Harris '99 presented several
sections of the proposed funding information packet to Council members for comment. Harris added that
the packet will be compiled into a
permanent booklet, to be updated
each year. The booklet will be sent
.
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in both Il.'erew Elble and New Testament, and Judaism, Biblical
Archaeolcjy, and African-Americrelirious traditions.. .The other
position is to teach Introductory Bible courses, religion, literature
and the arts, as well as women and religion and feminist theology.
"This change in staffing will hopefully add a staff person in an area
where we currently have significant student interest," said Kammer. u.
an

--

aerobics.

.

sug-

gested finding a new hour that was
more conducive and then monitoring the amount of women that took
advantage of the time slot. "We
could see what happened and if no
one really used it we could get rid
of it," said Watts.
Dansak agreed to talk to Athletic
Director Bob Malekoff about that
and other things that were brought
up in the discussion. The meeting
then moved on to the formation of
a new Lowry ad hoc committee.
With no new business before
them, SGA adjourned at 8:30 p.m.

Council looks at charters

e,

One change which will impact the largest portion of the student body,
those who take religion classes to fulfill a distribution the requirement,
is the addition of an Introduction to Biblical Studies course. The course
will focus on the different methods of reading the Bible, and an introduction to both the Hebrew Bible and the New Testament
By providing a general background to the entire Bible, students will
be atle to take more upper level courses without worrying about a spePreviously, students who tock Introduction to Hecific rrerc-uir.'- s.
brew Litis woe! J r.ot te able to take aa epper level class with Introduction to New Testament as a prerequisite, and vice versa.
;
..la addition, core classes will also te ofTsred in .Helicon, Literature
an file Arts. "We will centos to do whet we Lave fcsea dziz. Nothing i3 being dropped," said Charles Kammer, chair of the Religious
chr-- 2
is to strtr thea
area of our curr'i!ts
riculum which fa cases cn Religion, Literature- and the Arts since we
Lave f a rr. :h stu !:r.t ir'rrsrt ia this arsa." ".
petitions will te available bearing ia Ar'ust 1998.
IT;... c2 t;.;.. ;e tr;.;k p::i:'ens zs assistant prefsssers, and rppli-czz'rr ::t hr.ve completed their docterate at the time of their interview. A; :adlr to the ad placed ca.the- "Wooster web page, one
pcslticai r : t: uah introductory Eihlical Cradles, advanced courses

rently coincided with

President Pat Watts '99

especially the one regarding

y,

.

.

-

na

David Loiix

Jason

that

women's hours did
not need to be better enforced.
A senator brought up the fact that
some of the results may be skewed,

:

multi-candidat-

Dansak pointed out that only
about five women were in the
weight room during the appointed
hour, to which Senator Toni
Casserino '01
countered that
wanted "Thefootball team is
the hour cur-

intiming to everyone'
S"S15SS said
Storck '00.

"

'MS

there are girls in the weight room. "I
feel like they're checking me out"
"Basically the football team is intimidating to everyone. People just
need to check the schedule and go
when there are no teams scheduled
to be there," said Senator Jason
Storck '00. "Everyone should be
able to do that."

United States.

Top o the
morning to yal
Celtic Irish Folk Show
Friday 10 a.m. to noon

tune into 90.9 FM

WCWS
Call in and request
x2477

out to all organizations applying for
funding from Campus Council, the

Student Government Association
and the Wooster Volunteer Network.
Harris also said that a meeting with
all student organizations will be held
before spring break to discuss the
.funding model. In response to a
question from Pat Watts '99 regarding the proposed Club Sports Council, Harris said that the CSC is "not
included in the information because it doesn't exist yet."

Associate Dean of Students
Carolyn Buxton stated that the Judicial Committee had approved the
activity summaries for the fall semester at its meeting that morning.
She added that the summaries would
be presented to Council for its ap-

proval after certain minor typographical errors are corrected in the
report.
With no reports from either the
Budget or Honoraria Committees,
Council adjourned.
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Naked,

non-graduati-

seniors

ng

Hey, seniors! Been measured tor your cap and gown yet i
As of this (Hinting, it's too late. Your absolute last chance was
Tuesday. Didn't you see the ad in the Tot "this Monday, or
the running sign above Wilson Bookstore, or the notice in
"Wooster Headline News" about a month ago? Too bad for
you if you have to go to graduation in fashions a la Beta run.
Hey, seniors! Are you on track for graduation? Has the
:

O

c

o

I

Registrar let you know whether or not you need to add a
class? As of this printing, it's too late. Seniors haven't
received this information from the Registrar yet, and even
the scheduled time would have been too late to add a class'.
Too bad for you if you're here over the summer taking The
Dictionary as Literature'' so you can fill your artsliteraturephilosophy distribution and graduate. - "
The Powers that Be were kind enough to send us a letter
telling us how many copies of IS we need to turn it; what's
so hard about sending out another letter about cr? and gown
measurement times, or more irrportantly, the status cf our
transcripts? y.'e undersold that the nev s;a:aai tahes a Laas
w:
to get used to, bet the "yes, tat t' : c . : :s c f 1 , j z A to
: .
: E
. s sen ex- -:
attend The Cch;e cf Vac:
--

1y
c:

$lC3,CC0eaaeaaca c
f.e s :aiors out. If yz is
art ai eiaa I::;'y iX Z a.ri.
t: eLi;mrv. It's the la:., t y;

r--

r

"-e- ctcfa
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"We Lite to have racrs LousL- -j
options than we really know what to do with sometimes.
We can live with people who share our interests, Greek letters, second languages, volunteerism, gender, distaste or
preference for alcohol and now even our smoking habits.
Thanks to Matha Thornton and the rest of the housing staff,,
those who twitch at the sight of a cigarette can now live far
away from those who twitch when they haven't seen a ciga--,
won't worry about what
rette for too long. The
color their lungs might turn, and the smokers won't be irritated by the invasive concern of their lighterless neighbors.
people will be housed
We won't know where the smoke-fre- e
until we know how many of them are out there, but in the
fall, there will be some building on campus where anyone
and everyone can breathe pure and clean at all times. If
there has to be one more form of segregation on campus,
h
we vote for this one.
'2
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writing slanderous remarks. The
Voice is read by not only students,
faculty and staff of this College, but
it is sent home to our parents, alumni
and trustees. Why must every issue
involve Sarah Fenske blindly putting down every group or person on
this campus she is opposed to and
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obviously knows nothing about? By
writing rumors about Greek groups
as fact, does she really hope to im-
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nizations to look good on a resume? Greeks find their service
projects not only morally rewarding but helpful to the Wooster
community inside and outside ef
this institution. ... Sarah, you are
the editor; didn't you read the article about the benefits of Greek
service projects in a prior issue
written by Matt Barbee? ...
For readers out there who do not
know what members of CSO do,
one of their jobs is the reading and
approval of all Greek new member education proposals. Knowing this fact, if a person writes an
article that includes "pledging activities" in it, wouldn't you think
it was true? Sarah would know;
she read the proposals, right? By
writing these lies she not only
abused her position as a member of
CSO and acted unprofessionally, but
lowered the quality of your paper by

.j ..I

voscetVacs-tKMstteudt-

bashes Greek service projects?
Isn't that a conflict of interest or
do most people just join this orga-

ers

'--

Editors-in-Chie- f:

To the Editor
Ever since Sarah Fenske has taken
her almighty reign as editor, certain
students and faculty have been made
out to look like they are the reason
poor, sheltered Sarah cannot have
the ideal life here at Wooster. They
are all invading her
and profound opinions. I have had
enough with reading all of your garbage on the Greek vs. Independent
war that this "newspaper" has been
successfully fueling. After reading
Sarah Fenske's article "Declaration
of an Independent," I was outraged
that a person could be so resentful
of a minority of people on this campus especially since she has stated
she never had anything to do with
them. Not to mention her several
racial slurs about the "chain gang"

Committee on Social Organizations,
or a leader on the Wooster Volunteer Network, especially when she

Ye like Lousing cpdons.

The Wooster

Mailbox: More unhappy letters

and "slapping leg irons on" just
showed a lack of class and taste.
Does a person like this belong being as an R.A., or a member of the

--

non-smok-

8;

263-242-
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soon-to--

be

employers by her

ability to rile disgust in other
people? ... If I lived in the same
world she does and
always stereotyped groups based on
one person, I would have to assume
that based on her work, all English
majors on this campus do not deserve to graduate. Of course I don't,
close-mind-

ed

take part in many extracurricular
activities be they academic, varsity

or intramural sports, program

house activities, or social organizations. Why should it matter that
some decide to belong to a particular group, and some of these
groups are represented by Greek
letters?

To clear up some misconceptions:
Greeks don't buy their friends.
Dues are paid so the organization
can accomplish goals it sets out to
achieve whether they be for their
service project, a formal, articles of
clothing, bonding activities, IGC
dues, or parties. You really don't
have to collect dues, it's just a lot
easier to get the money all at once
rather than saying, "Hey, guys, do
you want to get a pizza? Then give
me $3 each" every time you want to
do something.
All Greeks aren't stuffed away

inside the walls of Bissman or
Armington because admissions is
ashmed of Greek life. First of all,
the housing department puts wrongful restrictions on Greeks.- - If they
want to live together, housing says
they are the only places available.
Secondly, they choose to live here
because they are not avaricious individuals who need a nice spiral

staircase or new and improved
internet connections to call their
dorm home. Doesn't everyone on
this campus want to live with their
friends? Why should they be penalized just because a majority of their
friends have the same letters across
their chests? I could say all members of Douglass are a section on
this campus then. They have their
own governing system, a separate

living arrangement, there are

To the Editor:
I'd like to take this time to address
the issues of diversity, Greek life,
and SGA issues that have been
beaten dead repeatedly over the past
four years but which The Voice has
consistently relied upon to whip students into a veritable frenzy.
Diversity means more than the
color of a person's skin. Believe it
or not, not all Pakistanis or
are identical. Nor are all
whites. I have lived and studied in
Russia, but since I'm a white American I'm not considered a beacon of
diversity. That doesn't mean I can't
offer a perspective on this campus.
Yes, the majority of our campus
is white Americans, a fact I'm almost confident most prospective stuAfrican-America-

ns

dents know when applying to
Wooster. A private liberal arts college in central Ohio attracts a certain
type of student But before you automatically stereotype your fellow classmates based on their appearances, take
the time to get to know them as
people, not as "spokespeople" of certain countries or religious communities. You can't be exposed to people
with other life experiences if you have
neither the confidence nor the inclination to take a chariceOT a new group
of friends or activities.
As for the alleged dearth of activities here on campus, I think
Lucien Holmes addressed this quite
well in his letter to the Editor. And
for those of you who can't get
enough diversity, the Russian De
partment hosts Russian Tea Hour and
Russian Film Night every Thursday.
These activities give students a chance
to converse with native Russian speakers, read poetry, sing songs, and watch
classic Russian films.
For a campus that bemoans its
lack of diversity, we sure aren't very
tolerant of people who choose a
lifestyle different from our own. I'm
speaking specifically about Greeks,
who are forced to defend themselves
annually in the pages of the Voice.
While I myself am not Greek, I am
neither harmed nor offended by the
existence of clubs and sections on
this campus. If people want to be
Greek, let them be Greek. If you
don't want to be Greek, quit whining and let people live their lives
already. I'm sure you can find something better to worry about

qualifications to live there, many
of them hang out together, and
there has been an occasional party
in the basement. They may not be
represented by Greek letters, but
are they still "independent" as Sarah suggests?
I'm sorry to say that every one
of us is an independent. We came
from all different academic and
family backgrounds. Just because
Greeks do many things together
does not make them no longer
independant. If Greeks are nice
enough to invite you to their parties and "pay for your beer," then
you make fun of them for being
involved members of this campus,
you are clearly the oblivious ones.
Maybe next time you decide to
show up, they jwon't be so giving.
The opinions I have expressed
in this letter do not reflect those
of ANY campus organizations to
which I may belong, and I hold no
personal grudges against Sarah
Fenske. I just did not find her article about Greeks on the campus
truthful.

but it's better than tackling issues
which they have no hope of resolving. And frankly, I'd be very happy
to see paper towels in my bathroom

Margaret Mackay '98

Beth Ciha '98

Finally, for all you people out
there who expect SGA to be appointing the College's presidents
and uncovering scandals in the
be realistic. This is a
college campus, not a parliamentary
ad-ministrat-

ion,

democracy. SGA might spend a lot

of time trying to get soap dispensers
and paper towels in our bathrooms,

and realize this campus is comprised

of many talented individuals who

;
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The road to activism

&AV

IS THIS SAlUttA?.

Knowledge leads to social awareness

The question is, what can I do
about human rights in China? Heck,
I'm just a student from a small liberal arts college.
I was excited when I saw a group
campus or-ganiza- - of students handing out Tibet literations a la the editorial staff at the ture a few weeks ago. The situation
time. Passing through Lowry, a in Tibet is officially atrocious. "Serious human rights abuses persisted
group called Amnesty International
caught my eye. I quietly listened as in minority areas, including Tibet
I discovered that one of their main and Xinjiang a Muslim region in
northwestern China," according to
activities was sending letters to dictators and other human rights bad the U.S. State Department, "where
guys who are detaining, beating, or tight controls on religion and other
shooting dissents and common folk fundamental freedoms continued,
and in some cases, intensified."
The question I should
I announced the existence of the
have been asking is, what
new group to staff members and
can I do, in my limited cafriends that evening, and was answered with comments of "oh, how
pacity, to assist the
trendy," and "too bad they'll never
struggle for human rights
save Tibet."
in our troubled world.
After all, what are we going to do?
against world human rights treaties
We're just student from a small liband standards. "What the heck is eral arts college.
some letter from a small liberal arts
I have finally come to the opincollege going to do?" I thought to ion that many students, today, as I
myself. Putting it to the back of my used to, are asking the wrong question. I was wondering what effect
mind, I engaged in other pursues,
such as selling my soul to The my small, almost
Wooster Voice for a space on the effort was going to dd for human
rights. The question I should have
masthead each week and gallivantbeen asking is, what can I do, in my
ing about China.
This week, I signed one of those
limited capacity, to assist the
letters as I sat in the Amnesty Interstruggle for human rights in our
troubled world? The Wooster Stunational meeting.
"We're educating them," said dents for a Free Tibet won't be libYang, one of our Chinese roomerating the country anytime soon.
mates said to Jonathan Seitz '98 and We can only do what we can in our
me as we sat in our Chinese dorm position. That means we can eduin Beijing. Seitz and Yang had been cate people about the problems in '
arguing for about an hour, and Yang Tibet and attempt to influence pubwas just not getting it We told him lic opinion to pressure our government to convince China to stop comhow Tibetan culture was under attack by millions of Han Chinese mitting cultural genocide.
(Han is the ethnicity of about 90
Likewise, with Amnesty, what can
percent of China) settlers into the I do to stop the torture of Cambodian
region, how Tibetan Buddhism was dissidents or the death sentence of a
under attack, and how we thought German man who had an affair with
the Tibetans were not happy under a Muslim woman in Iraq? I can't sacoppressive Han Chinese rule.
rifice my plans for these people right
"They're backwards and need our now. I have I.S. to write, a newspahelp," said Yang with national pride, per to edit, and classes to deal with.
playing his trump card.
All I can do is sign that letter, work
"Didn't we think that about the with Amnesty, get speakers to camChinese, oh, about 100 years ago pus that will bring more awareness
when we were taking your territory," about human rights issues and write
asked Seitz.
an article in the College newspaper.
Yang didn't find that very funny.
After considering my options, I
As I continued to read about, live have decided to stand with those who
in, and experience China, I began
are doing what they can, instead of
to realize how much I love the fact with those who believe they can do
that I live in a country that has rights. nothing. I love the rights this country
Rights are neat. I can't get enough
gives me, and I want to see that evof them. When the Sheet Metal erybody has them I can't do much
Workers Union was picketing and right now, as I only have time to eduhanding out fliers on campus, I cate myself, enlighten others, and
smiled, happy that I live in a coun
write a few letters, but I will at least
try where people who protest aren't do that Amnesty meetings are Monarrested without due process, held day, 8 p.m., in Lowry 1 20. Free Tibet
for years without trial, and finally meetings are on Sunday at 2 p.m. in
proclaimed guilty in a show trial, Lowry Pit. I will stand with those who
then placed in a prison camp where are trying. Why don't you?
one is just tortured if they're lucky.
Every time I read more about China,
Aaron Rupert is the
the more and more patriotic I become.
in Chief of the Voice.
For my first three years here I
could be described as a cynic, looking for ways to humorously rip upon

Aaron Rupert
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Letter: Sally says, "Achtung Aderi
;

Response

ofone "thinkingfemale" to Pavkov s

Oh, Aden Pavkov, how much you
have to learn! And until you do, I have
taken it upon myself personally to
warn everv woman on camnus about
you. Recently there has been much
talk about a number of Viewpoint
tides and letters to the editor being
"personal attacks." Dear readers, this
is what I call a personal attack.
I had the pleasure of discussing
my viewpoints with Mr. Pavkov on
the phone recently. There have been

threaten physical violence if you were
to ever approach me in the near future. Remember, I am just a woman
with raging emotions much like those
"raging hormones" you mentioned in
your letter. I should really leam to
control mem, shouldn't I?
You expressed your opinion, Mr.
Pavkov, albeit a naive one, and now
it is time for me to express my opinion. See, you're already proving to
be a modern man ! You have thrown
away that old "lady goes first" rule

of thumb I would assume people

What I do have a problem with, Mr. Pavkov,
is your ability to blame
women for all sex that
takes place on this
planet.

like you (people stuck in some different decade than the one I happen
to be occupying) hold near and dear.
I can see both sides of the abortion issue, and I will not waste my
time and energy ranting in some diatribe about my personal and political views regarding the topic. I also

many complaints about prank calls
being made to a number of Ihe
Voice's most outspoken writers.
(Honestly, what do you expect, Sarah, when you make fun of people
who can't write?) Yet, my phone con-

respect your principles regarding
abstinence. Although sex is a part
of nature, and you made such a
good argument yourself about how
full-hearte-

versation was by no means
instead a mutual friend of Mr.
Pavkov and myself decided to take it
upon himself to bring our two differing opinions together. Our mutual
friend was well aware of my personality, which to put mildly, is abrasive.
By the end of our conversation, I
self-initiate- d,

gathered from witnesses on the
scene that Mr. Pavkov was a bit
shaken. I apologize to you, Mr.
Pavkov, if I frightened you in any
way. It is possible that you are not
used to talking to women like myself, you know, the '"thinking being"
kind of women. Also, I was tired,
and it had been a
long weekend, so maybe I did
over-caffeinat-

ed,

"we cannot separate ourselves from
nature." And I agree with you
that we should be willing
to take responsibility for our actions,
yet, us here in the real world find birth
control a much more viable option
than simply abiding by those rigorous "laws of life" you wave so menacingly in our faces. And as far as prophylactics not being able to harness
nature, if and when used properly prophylactics do an amazingly adequate
job of "harnessing," shall we say.
What I do have a problem with,
Mr. Pavkov, is your ability to blame
women for all sex that takes place
on this planet. One"law of life" that
you fail to mention is that it takes two
to procreate. Offhandedly you mention "young men" in the very last para

--

dly

pro-natu- re

letter

graph of your article. Where were they
before this? I'm assuming that the
man was involved in the procreation
process right from the very beginning,
not sitting in his cave waiting for a
woman with raging hormones to show
up and drag him out by the hair.
Another "law of life" you fail to
mention is that, biologically, women
were entrusted with brains. We are not
merely walking, wombs, Mr. Pavkov,
and most of us refuse to be treated in
such a manner. So I warn you next
time you get in a conversation with
another one of us thinking females.
No, Mr. Pavkov, I was not suffer
ing from PMS last Sunday evening
when I talked to you; I was expressing my opinion in the most calm way
I could manage. You mentioned in our
conversation that I was taking your
letter as a "personal attack." You were
certainly right on that point Every
bone in my body is a female bone.
Biologically, psychologically, and socially I am a woman. When you degrade my sex and try to hinder me
with talk of your "domestic chains," I
will take it as a personal attack.
I am sorry if I frightened you in
any way, and I hope that you take

care of yourself in the next few
weeks. I may make threats, but I am
not a physically violent woman, but
I do know many women on campus
that are. So I would warn you to stay

in at night, or you may just find
yourself confronting a few chains of
your own. And I don't mean the
domestic kinds. That, dear readers,
is a personal attack.

5
ally Thelen '98

non-consequent-

ial
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Valentine's Day
Greetings
Hugs and kisses to all. Love, Stan

Happy Birthday, Elizabeth!

time so far. I hope we can keep it
up. Love, hugs, kisses, Allison

Love,

the EKOs

can't buy you a car, but I'm
looking forward to buying you a
drink. Happy
R--I

Barb I want you love Brad. Barb I
want you love Brad. Barb I want
you love Brad. Barb I want you love
Brad.

Valentine's

Feliz dia del

Day! --C

Happy
Valentine's Day

amor y amistad
to the lights of
my life you all
light up my life

to all my
EKObunnies,

Mae

Colleen, Peppy
and Pheobe!

To the gang:

Love,

Jammers,

Love, Ron

Henrie, Q&Dee
thanks for being
there for me! I

Hey Hartford!

Happy

Emily

V-D- ay

love you.

Frank & Adam,
my
favorite
Sigma Nu men. Don't do anything
I wouldn't --Colleen

Happy Valentine's Day!

Karl, your love is better than tin roof
ice cream

Nona u r a wonderful ami! Lots of
love Piya

Tool you know you want me.
Love, your T.A.

To the Voice staff: Happy Valentine's
Day! Stay off the couch this weekend. Love, Sandy.

Happy Valentine's Day to all the
fellas in Holden: 4 Horsemen, Quarterbacks don't lift, 224, no
les-N.-

Jersey Girl, I love ya sweetie! Katy

D.

Hey Zetas!

Have a great

Ben Adair you are such a cutie!

Love, Heather. PS

Happy Valentine's Day. Love, Katy.

lucky tonight

Compton 3rd y' all rock my
Sarah

world-Hap- py

V-Da-y!

To my beautiful flower for all the
world to see I give to you in these
printed words my love to thee.

in these few printed words I give my

V-Da-y!

I hope you get

To my woderful hall, I love you

je lieve! Ik wil
metje trowen! Wishing my
Kim, Ik hau can

girls-K- aty

Dr.Chinki Bandi all the love!

I love you,

."

Gutt

You are my

Anna-gir- l!

hat

Dearest Gjalt, you are very special
tome! I love you always! Nupur
Happy St Patrick's Day! Luck
the Irish to you.

Therefore I bid

Brooke I love you so much I hope
we can be together foverer. Love
Pumpkin

g!

I love you

We love you Michelle! The women
of 1W

such a bad
bunny and I
couldn't be hap-

To Kim and all the guys at Scot
Cottage: you are all loved!

Dearest Mary Beth, 4ani 'oheyv
'otak

pier about it.

Signe, Je t'adore mon ami amide'
Piya

For those who loved and were

si-

Piya

of love

To the wonderful gals of Kate:
we love you all!
HH

Valentine's Day.
Love the best
Ben-we- ll,

you know it is..

...-G-

Who

uess

Nehoda much better than any
elet could aspire!

You're ...well, you know... love

snarf snarf!

Uluke-sn- arf

!

Scream

that I were short &

Ben Adair, you are so hot! Thanks
for helping me with my computer!
Rachel

is more grateSister
ful to know u & better 4 it

Dear Pat I hope to spend a lot more
time with you. Love always, Sarah

Margie, I love you!

Kruse

Dear Pat we have had such a good

Gregg-wou-

ld

THOSE EUCHRE FREAKS AND
POTENTIAL LIBRARY PEOPLE.
BARB
Rose are red
Guns go bang.
Happy Valentine's Day
From Dee Dee to the Gang!

MEXICAN, YOU SURE ARE
OILY AND SEXY. LOVE GARY
SMITH

K-wood-

To
Snarffy,
meow meow meow meow meow

SWM SEEKS SWF WITH BMW
ASAP HOT OIL & HANDCUFFS

meow love u Gary

OPTIONAL ENJOYS LONG
WALKS ON BEACH WILL
WORK 4 SEX.

om-

for me now Sadie
busty! Love, Sarah

MUCH LOVE TO ALL NEW
FRIENDS AND OLD, ESP. TO

Valentine's Day
to all my lovely
residents!

Happy
Big

Kathryn Ann When you finish with
Jo come find me! Love D

Katy

.

To Stevenson
3rd floor with
much love your

lenced by hate

Happy Valentine's Day Elise! P.S.
Kim, Sajna tere bina! Lots

To my secret admirer: Thanks for
being a friend. Rachel

Happy

I love you mom. Sorry this is late.
Velvet eyes

Elizabeth in your eyes... I see the
cheese of a Voice valentine. Have a
stupendous day.

soul-- G

of

RA

all!-C- B

Billy-you- 're

.

Bertha: Thanks for the signs, the
hugs, and for every second we spend
together. You're the flame of my

best! Love, K
Oh darling, I love it when you spill
beer on me.

you-breakale-

James Pilachowski and Bob Dylan
loves Elissa

pants shorts

love to thee

Bilal, tub bot ache dost ho! Piya
Sexy EKOs D faut que you scrump.
HAVE A REDHOT NIGHT! Love,
Colleen

chuck

your

Valentine's Day! Katy

Love!
Love!
castmembers! --Jesus

Valentine's Day to a
sweetheart who put lots of smiles
and snuggles ito all my days."

To my beautiful flower to my RMC

Roses are red so is Sarah sweater

William-Ali- ce
loves your loving,
even though you don't know Jack.

Happy

Love!

Rook-Hap- py

Bubba I love you I can't be more
blessed for having you as my
sweet Valentine & my sweet love.
I hope that the hard times can be
put behind us & our relationship

continues to flourish. Love,
Boo boo

MY SOUL, MY HEART, MY
INSPIRATION

FOREVER

IS
ice
Hanging with Doug the Shack Man
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JonRaessler
He ponders and recounts his life

to anyone willing to listen while
enshrouded in a cloud of Marlboro

According to Doug, bis grandfather came from Austria and the family has remained in Wooster ever
since. At one point Doug lived in

Doug will tell you that he enjoys
being alone. "I'm always scouting
around for the right group. You
know, I hang with one, and you

know, man, sometimes it just
doesn't click. That's what life's
smokes and coffee. If one listens
about, man, trying to find the right
long enough, he will begin to sound
group. I just keep searchin.
Gump's
like Forrest
man. According to several
Kmtkor
Doug Stops by for
employees,
times,
dream
"At
Bakersfield
"The Grateful Dead? Yeah.
every day, at no
an
about
hour
I've played with them, a few (California) and highway 101. Those
ume.
pamcuiar
times actually. Mv band has itwn Ua mip hvntoinn Jn-ujiho i
c cvcry- l :
i
"5
auvitc
iwug nas
iw
nlaved
suiics, a
oil over
uic states,
piaycu all
uvci the
few gigs in Mexico and WHIOWIg mgnway, Slopping at JTUU one he talks to. One bit is to
step on anyone s ioes
SianOS ana jeOSling on me JTUU
Canada, too."
'Stepping
on people's toes
n
His name is Doug, and for
S Crops ...
paranoid. They
makes
them
'
those fortunate enough, he
know
whether you're
don't
will indeed spin wild tales of
not. Also, reinfringing
or
days,
traveling
were
on
down
the
them
the
his younger days. Doug presumably
member
going is
where
you're
stopping
fruit
at
winding
highway,
that
lives in the Wooster area, though he
been,"
where
retrospective
you've
feasting
on
to
fruit
the
and
stands
wasn't clear on that (or on many
failwith
He
..
is
crops
men's
up
fed
rich
farmer's
has
As
a
things.)
job,
for
he
other
philosophies
to
expand
ures
only
are
their
Doug's
towns
Small
not
to
random ones that range from waitphilanthropy.
went
memory
to
that
"I
of
California.
of
ing tables to other service jobs.
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Where does Doug himself hope
to get another band together; I do ranean."
socialend up? "Most of all, I dream of
Doug
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to
to
the
Shack
to
vocals, play harmonica, keygoing to California desert towns or
boards, bass and guitar. Mostly I ize. "I'm not much of a conversatry to perform the intellectual con- tionalist and I'm trying to change Big Sur; I long to see the pine trees
that Once the conversation starts. and feast on the fruit"
versation.
If you're in the mood, go for a
cup of coffee and listen to the man
tell it all, straight from the smog-fre- e
263-472- 4
city of L.A. Believe me, it's
V
entertaining.
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California.
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(Calif.) and Highway 101. Those
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$3.00 off
any

$2.50 off a large

to promote awareness and understanding of international relations
and foreign policy issues," accordir
ing to Wooster Great Decisions
Dr. Jeff Lands of the department of political science.
The Great Decisions program is
a national program coordinated by the
Foreign' Policy Association, a
Co-cha-

non-politic- al,

organization
based in New York. While the association general theme for the year's
program, each local committee Mde- -.
vises a different approach" to presenting the information, said Lantis.
Different cities may choose expert
panels, tours, discussions or conferences as a way of promoting awareness of global issues." But "no matter what approach, the Great Decisions program is extremely effective
in its mission in promoting knowledge about, interest in, international
affairs," Lantis said.
The Wayne Country Great Decisions program is in its 1 9th year. It
is sponsored by a variety of comnon-partis- an

munity groups, clubs, businesses
and individuals, including "The

THE

CUSMf THAT

8 to 11 p.m.

l

SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
A group of faculty and staff who are available to confidentially assist
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault
For assistance contact .
Nancy Anderson
Susan Clayton
Marian Cropp
Heather Fitz Gibbon

Hygeia

PamFrese

Kauke 8
Taylor 106
Westminster Church House
Kauke 132

Kauke31

?

Gault Alumni Center

Kauke7

Ext 2319
Ext 2565
Ext 2166
Ext 2371
Ext 2256
Ext 2586
Ext 2398
Ext 2347

Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext 23 19 or Campus
Minister at Ext 2558. To report an assault contact the Wooster City
or Security at Ext 2590.
1 (emergencies) or
Police at

MWmAni
(330)

264-M-

u

264-333- 3,

Book any

(Reception, Reunion,
SororityFraternity Party,
WHATEVER) for the
month of MARCH

and you'll get The
Pines Great Food,
Service and Beautiful
Setting at

Off!
684-10-

10

co-cha-

Hickson-Stevenso-

and Bob Gorman.
Coming to Wooster this year are

many renowned experts in their
fields, including professors of political science at the University of
'Virginia and Kent State University,

of the
the executive
Center for Strategic and International Studies, and the executive director of the Institute of Turkish
Studies at Georgetown University.
They are speaking on topics ranging from "Looking at Cuba: Challenges for U.S. Eye," "U.S.-ChiRelations: The Next Chapter" to
"Women Speaking Through West
vice-preside-

nt

na

African Oral Traditions."
"I am very pleased with the great
lineup of speakers we have," said
Lantis. "We have been lucky to have

top commentators on the subject
with high profiles visit the campus,
from ambassadors to high level dipauthors, to
lomats, to
network news anchors." Past visitors in Wooster have included columnist Georgie Ann Geyer and
Carla Hills, a president's special
well-kno-

wn

trade representative.
"It's an interesting challenge each
Lantis said. Members of the committee start work in the fall to locate potential lecturers by reviewing books, articles, writings, televi-

7

3

continues into the spring.
The lectures are held each Tuesday from 7:30 to 9 p.m. in Gault Recital Hall in Scheide Music Center.
They are free and open to the public.

4
(330)
Students, Faculty and Parents:
Say "I Love You" this Valentine's
262-910-

Madness
BANQUET

The Pines Golf Club
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n
Klopp, Jeff Todd, Pam

2621 Christmas Run Blvd.
Wooster, Ohio 44691
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Great Desserts!

15

program," said Lantis. The commit-

sion and radio appearances, and
other sources. Their planning work

'.
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Daily Record" and the College.
This is, at its heart, a community

year to find qualified speakers,"

7.
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sions program, a "nationwide effort
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Shila Garg
Carroll Meyer
Mary Young

This semester, a series of distinguished speakers are visiting
Wooster as part of the Great Deci-
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Day with a basket from Gift Basket Gallery. Choose from a
variety of specialty gift baskets including our Rose Bouquet

Bath Basket, our Chocolate Lover's Basket, plus many more.

We also provide custom-designe- d
Call us today for a brochure
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This Gallagher doesn't smash watermelons, only notes

memory of Gallagher's close friend
and colleague who died of leukemia
at age thirty-fivRecently, Gallagher faced the loss

Katie Huber

e.

True love is hard to come by, but
Professor Jack Gallagher is certainly
one of the lucky few to have found
it. Through his teaching, composing, conducting, and performing,
music has become the focal point in
his life, giving him the energy, determination, and sense of humor
equal to any Wooster student.
Gallagher began his musical career at Hofstra University, Long Island. He then went on to receive
his doctoral and master's degrees in
composition from Cornell University. From there, he taught elemen-

of another friend and student,
Charles Craig, who died in a tragic

car accident. On February 1,

'..

Gallagher traveled to Kettering
Fairmont High School where his
piece, "A Psalm of Life," premiered
in Craig's memory.
Another recent work is "Song of the

-v

-

-'--

Daffodils," a piece commissioned for

the Wayne Center for the Arts

tary band and orchestra for two
years at Bethpage in Long Island.
Finally, 21 years ago, he came to
Wooster to instruct music theory,
composition and trumpet. Of these,
composition is perhaps his "forte, as
he has composed everything from solo

pieces to chamber music to

full-sca- le

orchestral works.
"It's been an honor and pleasure
to be at an institution that has been
so supportive of the scholarship and

creative work of the faculty," he
commented. This statement is well

supported through the numerous
grants and funds the college has provided to nurture Gallagher's talent
Generously, Gallagher returns the
favor through numerous pieces he

o
Gallagher at a piano he knows well in Cau.lt Recital Hall
has composed for various campus

concert will begin at 8:15 p.m. in

Among them is
"Stanfare," a piece for eight trumpets and timpani written for the inauguration of President Stan Hales.
To celebrate having Gallagher's
spirit and creativity on campus, the
Wooster Symphony Orchestra is
featuring several of his works at
their concert on Sunday. Under the
direction of Jeffrey Lindberg, the

McGaw Chapel.
In addition to Gallagher's pieces,
the concert features works by three
other composers, performed by the
winners of this years concerto competition. Gretchen Flewelling 98

functions.

will be performing a Gliere horn
concerto, Mark Zickefoose 98 a
Vaughan Williams tuba concerto,
and Kathryn Quimby '00 a Mozart

Good Will Hunting": a smart movie
Sally Thelen
Despite my attempts not to allow
it to happen again, Valentine's Day
has found me one year older and just
as bitter as ever. The sight of couples
engaging in meaningful glances as
they run across the street holding

each other's hands, sure in the
knowledge that their love will keep
them alive and safe from the oncoming traffic, is enough to make me apply my foot to the gas and see how
fast they can run encumbered by
each other.
But despite all my animosity towards dating and happiness in general, I will give all you blissful
couples out there a dating tip:
"Good Will Hunting" is the perfect date movie. It is everything a
relationship should be: meaning-

of the screen, you still have a
chance, you lucky single you!
Not only are Matt Damon and
Ben Affleck a physically pleasing
duo, they are the talented writers
behind this tale about the unrecognized genius of a tough blue
collar kid with a past more troubling than any of the math problems he miraculously figures out
in his head. Childhood buddies
from Boston themselves, Damon
plays Will Hunting, a janitor at
MIT who memorizes books when
he's not drinking beer or mopping
floors, and Affleck plays his
friend, Chuckie. When
Will finds out the answer to an
equation that has baffled all the
educated rich kids at MIT, he
catches the attention of mathema- foul-mouth-

tician

Lambeau

ed

(Stellan

ful, deep, moving, and full of
touching moments. But if you
haven't found that special some-

Skarsgard). With Lambeau's help
Will goes through counseling with
community college professor Sean

lovely Matt Damon and Ben
Affleck or the English beauty

McGuire (Robin Williams) and
tries to leave the past behind him
as the future becomes increasingly

one yet, go feast your eyes on the

Minnie Driver. And be secure in
the knowledge that while all those
couples out there are tied to someone who could probably never be
as physically perfect as these stars

bright. Minnie Driver plays
Skylar, a British student at

Harvard, who, like McGuire, tries
to break through the walls Will has
created around him. Yet Will is

reluctant to accept his future successes in math and in love, because
he refuses to leave his past behind
him. Directed by Gus Van Sant,
this movie may look like the same
predictable story of a bad kid who
does good, and maybe it is the
same old story, but I promise that
you won't get tired. With a genuine script, honest performances by
the whole cast and that irresistible
independent movie feel, "Good
Will Hunting" does not disappoint.
So, while you take your date to
the cinema and share a bucket of
popcorn together, think of me.
Also, think of me when, you both
break up because neither of you
had very creative dating ideas (after all, it is Valentine's Day and
and
you are going to the movies
I gave you that idea). I someday
will go off to California and stalk
Ben Affleck or Matt Damon and
convince them that I am more worthy of their love than any screen
siren. And if, while I am driving
to L.A., I happen to mow down a
few couples in love, then it is not
my fault. They should really learn
to run a lot faster when bitter
people like me get behind the
wheels of our station wagons.

2

Photo by Gjalt Lindeboom

clarinet concerto.
Pieces featured by Gallagher will
include "Stanfare, "Berceuse, and

"The Persistence of Memory: In
Memoriam Brian Israel." Whereas
"Stanfare' has a stately, regal theme,
"Berceuse" is a short, gentle selection Gallagher wrote as a lullaby for
a friend having a baby. "The Persistence of Memory is the most
somber of the three, written in

Children's Chorus to celebrate the
Center's 25th anniversary. The piece,
set to words by Wordsworth, is anticipated to premiere in May.
With all of his responsibilities on
campus, Gallagher has little time to
compose. Full orchestral pieces can
take as long as two years to complete, with most of the work taking
place over the summer. Still, he
manages to balance all of his roles
with admirable ease, commenting

that the challenge of portraying
emotions and ideas in music is motivation enough to continue.
With a list of awards and credentials a mile long, no one deserves a
pat on the back more than Jack
Gallagher. His love for music and
modesty prove that success is not
always only a result of skill; good
things just happen to good people.

Beginning Friday at

Cinemartv
Movies 1
Times are for Friday through Monday only
Replacement Killers (R)
Blues Brothers 2000 0X3-1Titanic 0X3-1Sphere (PG-1Great Expectations (R)
The Wedding Singer 0X3-1As Good As It Gets 0X3-1The Borrowers (PG)
Good Will Hunting (R)
Amistad (R)

3)

3)

3)

3)

3)

4:40 7:25, 9:50 p.m.
7:30, 10:25 p.m.
8:30 Rm.
7:10. 10:05 p.m.
7:40, 10:20 p.m.
12:00, 220, 435. 7 35. 955 pm
12:20, 3:25. 7.05. 10:10 p.m.
12:10. 2:30, 4:45, 7:20, 9:45 p.m
12:35. 3:30. 7:15, 10:00 p.m.
12:15, 3:35. 7:00, 10:15 p.m.
12:05,
12:40,
12:30,
12:45,
12:45,

2:25,
3:40,
4:30,
3:20,
3:45,

Times are for Tuesday through Thursday
Replacement Killers (R)
Blues Brothers 2000 0X3-1Titanic 0X3-1Sphere (PG-1Great Expectations (R)
The Wedding Singer (PG-1As Good As It Gets 0X3-1The Borrowers (PG)
Good Will Hunting (R)
Amistad (R)

4:25. 7:25. 9:50 p.m.
3)

4:30. 8:30 p.m.
4:00.7:10. 10:05 p.m.
4:15, 7:40, 10:20 p.m.

3)

3)

3)

4:10,7:30, 10:25 p.m.

3)

735, 935 pjn
3:55,7:05, 10:10 p.m.

4:20,

4:35, 7:20, 9:45 p.m.
4:05,7:15, 10:00 p.m.
3:50,7:00. 10:15 p.m.

passes are not accepted for these films

For complete listings any time, call

345-875- 5.

'
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Experimental picnics by Brownstein
Lauren Kulchawik

-

-

.

Three Inspiration S.trikes! theatre prcxluctions open this weekend: "Godspell," directed
by Charity Babcock, "A Visionary Picnic original works by an ensemble cast," directed
by Dana Brownstein, and Need an Island," directed by Kisa Lickert Each of the IS.
plays is a manifestation of the vision of the senicr directors and their casts.
.

them write for
:

range trom
10 minute

Brownstein learned
methods
during the time that she worked in a New
York ensemble theatre group last year. "I
knew that I wanted to use an ensemble cast
for my I.S., but in New York I learned how
to do my
play-writi-

ng

I.S.," said

Brownstein.
"I told my
cast for the
first practice
to bring in
any piece of

scenes to one

minute read-

--

.

.

ings of po-- e
t r y .
Brownstein's

purpose is
for her cast
to be "not
only actors
but play-

writing

notes, poems, anything and
then we'd

wrights and
associate directors," and
to "redefine
the actor as
author."

All

discuss how
to make that

piece
Photo by Eric Bakken

Brownstein's cast are

women and
one sophomore who have been writing their
first-ye- ar

plays since September and meeting with
Brownstein for a group dinner once a week.
Because her cast is young, she has helped
them break away from the habits picked up
in less demanding high school theatre programs, and has also helped them find their
own artistic identities.

of

writing
more dra-

art
in a t i c . "
Also, on Sundays, Brownstein used the
technique of "authentic movement," in
which her cast would lay still on the carpet
eliminating stress and creating a blank slate.
Then, with eyes closed, the cast were to begin moving wherever and however the spirit
took them; often they'd bump into other cast
members but they'd have to maintain concentration. "After the movement I'd have

Brownstein 's women: making their own

of

0

minutes about images

ates an openness where new images have
to form," explained
Brownstein.
Through these methods, Brownstein has
been more of a facilitator of her cast's writing than a director. All of the pieces are connected by the theme of identity. The writers

the freedom

1

liana Brownstein's production, "a visionary picnic original works by an ensemble
cast," differs from the other plays in that it
is a compilation of 17 short pieces written
tit a uiAman mr It ar Aneamkla I 'Ft a nASAe

10-2-

that came to them, whatever had been
jogged in their memory ... This method cre-

have recently been forced to look
as
at who they are after all the changes between
first-yea- rs

friends and parents, and now must define
themselves.
"Every element of the production is based
out of the casts' lives; either a real emotion or
said
a real experience is
Brownstein.
re-explor- ed,"

Kisa Lickert
addresses abuse

Kisa Lickert wrote her LS. production "I
Each cast member has the challenge of
An Island" based on true stories she has
Need
playing a number of different roles and
and experienced about the abuse of
heard
switching modes in a matter of seconds.
women. "I have been collecting these stories
Brownstein has not created any main charsince I was 12 or 13 years old. Names and
acters, and none of her characters are typehave been changed, and some of the
places
casted in roles that they've played in the
were made up, but it's
circumstances
exact
past.
all true," said Lickert Lickert is director, playShe hopes that her cast's experience making friendships during the rehearsals will wright, lighting designer, sound designer, costume designer, makeup designer, and producinspire a powerful creative spark in their fution
manager for her show.
thetures, whether they plan to continue in
Her characters speak to each other in an
atre or not. "We are planning on getting
together throughout the rest of the year to ethereal form because each of their stories
intersects. In terms of speaking, the Young
work on writing without the stress of trying to create a masterpiece. It would be sad Woman is the main character, yet emphasis-there is no lead; the Young Woman
to just end it all after the show," said wise
instigates
the speech of the other characBrownstein.
who7
are
Rape Victim, Battered Wife,
ters,
Brownstein does not define her produc,
and Sister Resignation, and
tion as "women's theatre." "It just happens
cast, but that is fhey instigate each other. The voices of the
that I have an
secondary it's not the huge issue," said other characters interrupt during parts of the
action, and signify "the voice in the back
Brownstein.
of the head that lets a battered woman realize that 'things aren't fine, things aren't
cool.' Plus the voices are the subtle influences that you don't thank until later," said
Lickert. Throughout the play, the characters sometimes choose to listen to themselves, while at other times the voice goes
ignored.
Dejd-frostitute-

all-wom- en

"Godspell": love, gospel, music and Charity
Babcock's show has

"Godspell," written by John Michael
Tebelak in 1971, is a musical based on the
Gospel of Matthew. Though the story is based
in religion, Babcock's intention is to "transcend the Christian story" to illustrate the

larger message behind the gospel without

making a religious commentary. Rich
Updegrove '98 acts in the role of Jesus
he believes that "'Godspell' is so much more
than a story based out of the Bible;, it's a
spiritual experience. It shows the hope that
people can bring to each other and inspire
each other."
"I have been around 'Godspell' all of my
life," said Babcock, who saw her mother perform in the show, heard the album growing
up, and herself performed in her high school's
production. Her I.S. production embodies the
idea that the musical has become a tradition
in our society. When the audience watches
the musical they become subconscious participants in the ritual of the theatre production as well as the rituals begun by Christ In
two ways we are participants in a ritual when
we view "Godspell": the musical has been
staged in so many fashions over the years that
it has become of part of society, plus the content of the show is the life of Christ's effect
on our souls and the ritual practices of Chris- tianity. "Because the show has many fun
moments, we want to be involved in the
ritual," said Babcock.
.

--

developed through impro-

visation in rehearsals,

Time is manipulated from the actual time
period in which the events occurred in order
to span a nine year period of journal entries.
Also, the music is also manipulated to juxtapose what appears on the surface with what
is really happening in the woman's mind.
Four "Archetypals" are included as
male influences, symbolizing violence against women and socialization.
"It's a very dark show, very political, and
very emotional.... it deals with rape, drugs,
anorexia, abortion, which are very painful issues," said Lickert For that reason there is a
warning posted in the box office. "My play
asks you to be aware. It requires that the audience is there and listening."
"What drove me to write this is that I am

which leaves some of the
humor, staging, and personality of the characters
up to the cast. "It's as
much the cast's show as

it' is mine, and I hope
that's evident," she said.

non-speaki-

Babcock has great adm-

iration for her cast

"working with such
amazing people who are
so dedicated is inspiring,
plus, watching your own

vision come together is
inspiring as well."
"Godspell" is a passion-

emotional,

ate,

t

',
-

r

1

...

r1

'

y

and

yet interspersed with silly and
fun moments. The
band, led by muthcwght-provolrin- g,

four-memb-

v

repeatedly now seeing women go through
situations that I've gone through, which is

-

er

sical director Carmen

7

'

'

-

Hotvedt '00, provides the
Photo by Eric Bakken
background music (written -- CodspeW cast in symmetrical harmony
by Stepnen &cnwartz; to
Babcock is very excited about "Godspell,"
the singing and dancing mat flows throughout
the show, enhancing the dialogue. An intricate, and concluded, "I don't know anyone who has
multi-levset creates visual dimensions and a done it who doesn't say it's the most amazing
theatrical experience of their lives."
constant changing of actors' body positions.
el

ng

emotional abuse ... I got tired of screaming
at the walls. This show was written out of
anger and pain. When you feel like no one
listens, you have to do something about it ...
even if the show makes people angry, it serves
as a way of getting people to listen to themselves, not necessarily to me. You need to
hold a conversation with yourself and with
that part of you that says, 'this is wrong,'"
said Lickert
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of time

An

Olympic-size- d
waste
What was that sport? Who was that guy? This is dumb.

Scot Basketball
Wittenberg 61
Wooster 56

Luke Lemdberg

Wooster 97
Allegheny 87

Sunday night I was watching the
NBA All Star game. During a com-

The Fighting Scots dropped their first NCAC match of the
year this past Saturday, as Wittenberg beat the Scots at Timken
Gymnasium. Wooster rebounded by beating Allegheny Wednesday by the final score of 97-8-

--

mercial break

through the channels, in desperate
need of something to tide me over
until the game came back. In my
fruitless search for something decent to watch, I came across the
Winter Olympics. Ah, the Olympics, the ultimate competition of
sportsman

7.

Scot and Lady Scot Indoor Track
The Scot and Lady Scot runners performed well at a
meet last Friday at Case Western Reserve. Both squads
return to action this Friday as Wooster travels to Kenyorrfor a
dual meet.
non-scori-

ng

ship and

that sounds

Wittenberg 59
Wooster 58

Wooster 85
Allegheny 70

pretty
aiT'blvi

.

our classic

The Lady Scots took two of three NCAC contests as Katie
Montague became the school's all-tileading scorer.
me

"We will not go
quietly into the night
g
head to
conference meet with determination

Woo swimmers

year-endin-

Monica Brym

Scots, Leah Becki '00 and Ellen
Hunter '99 have already qualified

After an impressive dual-meseason, Wooster's swimming and
diving teams will be shooting for
third-plac- e
finishes at this year's
North Coast Athletic Conference
et

Championship Meet, which will be
hosted by Oberlin Thursday through
Saturday.
With the top two spots controlled

by defending national champion
Kenyon and perennial power
Denison, this year's battle for third
should be very competitive in what
continues to be one of the top swim
conferences in the nation.
On the women's side, the race for
third should come down to Wooster,
Allegheny and Ohio Wesleyan, with
a possible threat from Wittenberg.
On the men's side, Wooster will contend for third with Oberlin and Ohio
Wesleyan.
"We match up with Allegheny in
many areas,' said Head Coach Keith
Beckett "But they have a slight advantage over us in the diving events.
It will be important for us to win the

races against Allegheny, as well as relying on every
member of our team to score points
in the events they swim.'
head-to-he-

ad

for the NCAA Meet, so they will not
be fully rested. For the Scots, Ben
Chalot '98, Dan Parker '98, Steve
Bayuk '00 and Wes Bennett '01
have also made preliminary national
cuts and will not be rested for the
conference championship. As a result, both teams will need to rely
heavily upon their depth tflf get the
points needed to stay among the top
teams in the NCAC.
"We will need to outscore our primary conference opponents in our
areas of strength," said Beckett. "We
will also have to rely on our
non-rest-

and tapered for the conference
championship because they will be
preparing for the national championship in March. For the Lady

ed

swimmers to score points
despite going against many fully
tapered competitors.'
Wooster's ability to put a significant number of swimmers into the
evening finals will determine its success at the NCAC Meet "Our plan
is to build momentum throughout
the three-da-y
championship, said
Beckett. "On the first day, we want
to establish momentum for an ex-

tremely strong second and third
day. We don't feel that the outcome of the meet will be certain
until the last event has been completed."

Adding to the challenge for
Wooster is the fact that several key
swimmers will not be fully rested

tal- -

ent. okay,

Lady Scot Basketball
Wooster 68
Case Western 65
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started to flip

I

years there seems to be some new
event that has nothing to do with the
Olympic competitions.
When the Olympics began back

in the days of the Greeks there
weren't events like snow boarding
and doubles luge. In fact, there
weren't even winter games! There
were good old fashioned events like

running, jumping, and other field
contests and nobody worried about
sponsors or television broadcasts or

anything

If this is qualified to be a sport

than l m the type oj guy that
listens to rap and goes to as
many Shriner's conventions as

possible,

Olympic

;

moments, such as the Mary Lou
Retton fiasco or the first drubbing
that the Dream Team delivered to
their opening opponent.
Anyway, I was sitting there
watching the Olympics and I could
not understand what I was viewing.
I expected to see skiing, hockey, or
some normal winter sport, but instead I was sitting here in anticipation watching snow boarding. Snow
boarding? Now I have respect for
these athletes, but this sport fits into
the Olympics about as well as I
would fit in at a Yankees team photo
session.
I couldn't help wondering, as I

was sitting there watching this
"new" Olympic sport, why and
when did they add in this new event

to the games. In fact, every four

:

else.

For some

of the athletes of today, it still is

about the
competition
and about

being the best. However, I'm seeing more commercials with Olympic athletes sponsoring some stupid
product Anyone remember the old
Dan vs. Dave ad during the Summer Olympics of 1992? That was ridiculous. Everything seems to be
evolving into a commercial event
This has changed the view of the
games for most of us. Commercials,
new events every year, what is going on here?
We have let popular games and

popular events become a part of
what was once the most basic of athletic competitions. Today I can't
seem to understand half the stuff
these athletes are doing and I could
not care less either.
But let's not stop at commercialism and popularity! Let's actually

.

take all the talent out of the games
as well! Here's an idea. How about
we include other winter activities
like making snow angels and riding
a Lowry tray down a snowy hill.
Maybe we could get sponsors for
these events and get them in the
Winter Olympics in 2002. Woo-hoI can't wait! The United States will
be the first world power in the art of
What an honor!
o!

snow-angelin-

g.

The Summer Olympics are not
clear of this harangue either. Guess
what they are adding to the summer
games of 2000. Ball Room Dancing! Yeah, right like this is a sport. I
understand that this takes some skill,
but come on. If this is qualified to
be a sport than I'm the type of guy

that listens to rap and goes to as
many Shriner's conventions as possible. This has gone too far. '
Anyway, I guess

if there is a point

to this editorial, it's to leave the
Olympics alone. Some people may

think that we need to refresh the
Olympic events from time to time,
but what's the point? I can't quite
grasp the fascination behind these
new events. I'll just take the old classic running and jumping and everyone else can have fun with these new
events that they don't even understand.
So for all you
snow-angelers-to-- be,

you are welcome to come on
over to Bryan House where we will
be jumping off our roof and working on our angelic form. We only
have four years to gain the required
popularity for the sport, so tell your
friends. 2002 here we come!

Tigers take a bite out of the Scots
continued from page 12
minutes to play in the first half and
was forced to sit on the bench the
rest of the half. Wittenberg pulled
down IS offensive rebounds to the

Scots nine, and outrebounded
Wooster
Gorman averages
9.5 rebounds but only pulled down
one board Saturday.
The loss to Wittenberg dropped
the Scots from 16 to 23 in the Columbus Multimedia Poll, and will they
likely lose their number two ranking
35-2- 9.

in the in the next NCAA regional poll.
"We have to look ahead," Moore
said. One Witt player looked at this
game as revenge following the Scot
football team knocking the Tigers
out of the NCAA playoffs in the fall.
Moore said, "There is a lot of sea-

son left, and this was only one
game."

Following Saturday's game
against Rarlham, the Scots will close

out the regular season at Ohio
Wesleyan on Feb. 21. The NCAC
Tournament starts Feb. 24 and will

Scot Lanes: Deals
Hour-- .

be hosted by Wittenberg, where the
Scots defeated the Tigers in their
other regular season meeting
With Ellen wood's 17 points on
Saturday, he became the leading
scorer, averaging 13 points, Gorman
is right behind him averaging 12.3
points and 9.5 rebounds. Gardner
is next, with 10.7 points a contest
and Brian Watkins '00 is averaging
7.8 points. At point guard, Noles
and Nate Gaubatz '01 continue to
split time, averaging 6.7 points and
5.2 points respectively.
63-5- 8.

far the Nearly

Broke

(Monday through Thursday from 3 to 5 p.m.) Everything is half-pricHigh Score Nights: (Wednesdays from 7 to close) Bowl the highest score of the evening
and win two free games for two.

Happy

e!

Moonlight Bowling Nights: (Fridays Feb. 13 and Apr. 10) Starting at 7 p.m., shoe rental
is free, along with the fourth game played in a row. Pool is half-prifor the last hour.
ce

Red Pin Bowling Nights: (Fri. Feb. 20, Wed. Mar. 25, SatrApr. 10) Bowl a strike with a
red pin in front and win two free games for two. Pool is half-o- ff
all night, too.

Sports
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Lady Scots poach Gators, Montague sets scoring record
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continued from page 12

blocker. The outlook was bleak,
considering the game was only a
minute old.
However, Wooster never said die.
The rest of the team picked up the
slack. Aleashia Washington '00 had
a huge game, scoring 20 points and
grabbing 1 1 rebounds for an impressive double-double.

Erin Gertz '00 had a monster
night as well, ne scored 13 points,
grabbed 12 boards, five offensive
and seven defensive, and dished out
three assists.
Katie Montague '99 registered her

usual performance, scoring 20
points.
The game was close all the way
through with the Lady Scots grabhalf-tim- e
2
lead. The
bing a
second half was no blow out either,
as Wooster outscored the Spartans
The
by the narrow margin of
final score was a nail biting
The Lady Scots' next game, a Saturday affair with Wittenberg, was an
absolutely superb basketball game.
Wooster had beaten the Tigers in
Springfield earlier this season and
34-3-

34-3- 3.

68-6- 5.

the Lady Scots were looking for
their first ever season sweep of

Wittenberg. The earlier season victory
over the Tigers was the Lady Scots'
first victory over Wittenberg in nine
years and Wooster was looking to
make it two in a row on Saturday.
The game was a close one, with
both teams keeping the other under
check. Al- -

entire game
was a nail
biter, the

Montague's
jumper that

surpassing alum Lisa Diment.

Morgan Ramsdell '01 each had
eight points. At the half, the score
was 3 in favor of Wooster.
The second half was also quite an
event The two teams both played
26-2-

85-7- 0.

to play.
Wittenberg

scored soon

ant age

basketball history ...

Montague accomplished this feat in
under three years, and has now registered over 1200 points in her college career.'
For the game, Montague had 20
points and eight rebounds. Washington had five points and grabbed ten
boards to make up for the loss of
Dales. Gertz, Sue Roberts '99 and

time Allegheny would be within

53-4- 3.

minutes left

of Wooster

gave her the highest point total in
all off Wooster basketball history,

.

tage with 7:48 to play at

Wooster never gave up, however,
and tied the contest at 57 with three

the highlight had to be
Katie Montague's jumper that
gave her the highest point

SfSS'SS totatin

after to take a
two point ad-- v

ter an early season loss to the Gators,
the Lady Scots were looking for revenge, especially since NCAC bragging rights were on the line. Apparently, the Lady Scots were up for it
as they destroyed the Gators
The entire team played well, as
Wooster got contributions from everybody. Montague led all scorers
with 31 points, giving the Gators
headaches on both ends of the floor.
The Scots were down early ... by
a 0 score. That would be the last

tough and traded baskets throughout the 20 minute period. Wittenberg
put together a run midway through
the half and took a ten point advan-

2--

Wooster then

striking distance as the Lady Scots

came down
the court where Washington was
fouled. She hit one of two free
throws to bring the Lady Scots

just played great basketball. At

14:34 of the first half, Wooster held
a 10-- 5 advantage. Ramsdell led the
charge early, grabbing two quick

offensive rebounds and scoring
Wooster's first points of the game.
At the 12 minute mark, Ramsdell

within one. With 2:25 remaining, it
was anyone's game.
However, neither team could convert. The score would end up 8
in favor of the Tigers. Wooster had
the last possession and they were
looking for the winning bucket, but

would exit and Abbie Wesoloski '01
would enter and pick up right where
Ramsdell left off. Wesoloski came
up huge on the boards, grabbing a
couple of offensive rebounds and
turning them into Lady Scot baskets.
A beautiful feed to Washington with
10:45 left in the second half highlighted her performance.
At the half, the Lady Scots had built
a nine point lead, owning a 4 lead

59-5-

they could not get the shot off.
Wittenberg narrowly avoided getting swept by the Scots for the first
time in NCAC play.
After rebounding from this
the Lady Scots hosted the
Gators of Allegheny on Feb. 1 1 . Af
heart-break-

er,

43-3-

Spikers take fourth Run, Wooster, Run
Mike Suszter

,

The Fighting Scot club volleyball
team kicked off their season this past
weekend, with an annual tournament at Ohio Northern University.
The Scots fared well, reaching the
ls
of their first tournament
of the season.
semi-fina-

The day started off on a somewhat dim note, as the Fighting
Scots had to recover from a gruesome injury to Bill Dewar '98.
Dewar hit the floor in the Fighting Scots first match of the day,
chipping his front two teeth literally in half.
After regaining their composure,
the Scots returned to their match
with Bowling Green State University. Wooster was unable to overcome the loss of Dewar, however,
as BGSU beat the Scots.
Cort Cunningham '00, however,
put together a smooth performance
against the bigger BGSU team. His
serves kept Wooster in the game,
and he registered six straight points
during the match.
The Scots knew they needed to
recover if they were going to advance to the playoffs. They did. In
their next match, the Fighting Scots
won, and went on to take their third
match as well, crushing host Ohio
Northern University.
ONU was ranked twelfth in the
country in Division II, but after this

embarrassing loss to the Scots, that
will most likely change. This is the
third year in a row the Scots have
defeated the Polar Bears.
It was then time for the playoffs.
In the quarterfinals the Scots met

Miami University of Ohio and
handed them a sound defeat.
Standout performances came from

Jeff Nimeh '98 and Travis Nieman
'98, who both excelled as the day
went on.
In the semifinals, the Scots once
again met BGSU, and were once
again unable to squeak out a victory.
Cunningham again served well, but
it just wasn't enough to pull off the
win.

Superb performances in the

tournament came from all over, but
the most remarkable was Dewar's

return to the court after his injury
during the opening match. Dewar
did almost all of the passing after
he returned, keeping the Scots in
every game with his superb passes.
Further impressive performances
came from Nimeh, who both served
and blocked well. Nieman was also
effective as the team's go-t- o middle
hitter.
The Fighting Scots return to action in two weeks with a Saturday

tournament at Wittenberg. This is
the annual Killfest that Wittenberg
hosts and will feature teams from
Wooster, Wittenberg, and Oberlin
Colleges.

......

Ryan Clark

Not to be outdone, the Scots also
competed well this weekend. In the

Last Friday night the Scot and
Lady Scot track squads traveled to
Cleveland to face off against Case
Western Reserve University in the

relay Damian Dollard
'98, Anthony Wheeler '98, Tim Sir
Louis '00 and Reggie Ray '00, took
first place with a time of 1 :34.3. This

Spartan Invitational.

impressive time was good enough
for a new field house record. But the

non-scori-

ng

ng

800-met- er

800-met- er

'

800-met- er

cross-count- ry

helped that Katie

75-5- 0.

85-6-

85-7- 0.

Good luck to the Lady Scots at
Earlham on Saturday and we all
hope that Heather Dales makes her
unv KarV nntn th restart hfrtr Sat.
urday. Go Wooster!

IIIHDKJOIIIi)

.

14-fo-

er

Do you know about
lacrosse? Want to write
about it? If so, call
Sports Editor Luke at

x4270.

oan

ot

er

run, Sandy
In the
Tecklenberg '01 took third place
with a run of 2:27.3. After being
named NCAC

evening did not stop there.
Ray set two records on Friday. He
set a school record in the
dash with a time of 6.4 seconds, as
relay record.
well as the
This preliminary race was also one
of the quickest that the Spartan Field
House had ever seen.
Sir Louis also set a new field
house record that evening with his
pole vault.
Josh Baird '98 set a new field
house record with his time of 9:01 .6
race. The Fightin the 3000-meting Scots took second in this event as
well. The Scots' second place finisher,
Andrew Dawson '99, completed the
race with a time of 9:01 .7, only a tenth
of a second behind Baird.
dash, Dollard
In the
took third place with a time of 37.5.
Jacob Johnson '01 was second in the
race with a time of
2:02.8.
The Wooster indoor track teams
return to action this weekend with a
meet at Kenyon on Friday night The
match will be a dual meet for the
two squads. .
55-met-

school and field house event

1:52.7.

It also

Montague had a field day, going to
the foul line six times in the half and
scoring 19 second half points.
Eventually, the Lady Scots built
This 25 point adtheir lead to
vantage would be their biggest of the
game, tied with the 0 edge they
would hold four minutes later. At this
point, the game was over. Allegheny
put together a little run, but nothing
could pull them out of the hole they
were on. The final score read
This week, the Lady Scots take on
Earlham on the road on Saturday
afternoon. Their final NCAC game
will be one week later, as they host

records the Scots would set that

records.
The Lady Scots found strength in
numbers, excelling in the

relay. Melissa Eging '98, Annie
Gillespie '98, Laurie Cappell '99
and Mia Rapier '00 all ran impressively, pulling the team into a second place finish with a time of

heading into the locker room.
The outset of the second half destroyed any chance the Gators had
for a comeback. Wooster was hitting
on all cylinders, fighting for loose
balls and playing real tough basketball. They also did an excellent job
of breaking an Allegheny trap that
has given quite a few opponents
trouble.

800-met- er

meet,
Although it was a
both track squads performed very
well. The Lady Scots ran well particularly in the relays and long running events. The Scots also ran well
throughout the night, setting several
non-scori-

new-

comer of the year, Tecklenberg is
looking forward to continuing her
successful running career this winter and spring.
The Lady Scots also performed
well in the field events. Deidtra
Reid '99 took second place in the
shot put with a toss of 12.08 meters.
Lady Scot teammate Tracy Wilkes
'99 followed her with a fourth place
finish and a long toss of 10.52.

11

(HP

300-met- er

800-met- er
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Wittenberi narrowly defeats Scots and Lady Scots
Men drop first JVC iC contest of year to Tigers,
James Allardice

playing in their final home game.
The game lived up to the hype.

After both the women's varsity
and men's JV basketball games
came down to one final shot, the
stage was set for a showdown between the two NCAC powers in the
men's game. Wittenberg needed to
beat Wooster on the Scots home
court to keep any hopes of a conference championship alive and the
Scots were looking to clinch the
conference crown.
Saturday's game featured the two
best teams in the NCAC, and a
rematch from last season's NCAC

6
Wittenberg defeated Wooster
on Saturday night in front of a boisterous and at times caustic crowd of
3,227 at Timken Gymnasium. It was
the Scots first conference loss of die
conseason, and snapped an 1
ference winning streak dating back to
last year. The Scots' record now
stands at 18-- 4 and 13-- 1 NCAC.
"It was a real good basketball
game," Wooster Head Coach Steve
Moore said. "I was disappointed
with the final result, but we are putting the game behind us and look-

The Scots will travel to Indiana on
Saturday to face Farlham

In the two games against

61-5-

8-ga-

me

ing forward to our upcoming

Tournament final that Wooster won
5 1 44. In addition, it was senior day
for Wooster's two seniors, captains

games." Wooster played Allegheny
on the road last night, beating the
Gators by a final score of

--

Chad Roberts and Matt Sprang,

97-8- 7.

M'fj

I

61-5- 6

'

Wittenberg this season, Wooster's
leading scorer, Ryan Gorman '99,
has been held to a total of six points.
Saturday, Gorman was plagued with
foul trouble, playing only 16 minutes and not scoring a single point
for the first time in his career. The
refs kept calling a tight game, making sure emotions did not get the
better part of the rivalry and Gorman
felt the brunt of many of the calls.
"Gorman's foul trouble was a
factor," Moore said. "But our players worked hard to overcome that
and we were still in a position to

win. It was a very competitive
game." Stepping up in Gorman's
absence was center John Ellen wood
'00 and forward Chris Gardner '99,
scoring 17 and 13 points respectively.

Although the Scots were in the
lead for almost the entire game, they
were never able to issue the knock
out punch, never leading by more
than five points. Wittenberg went
on a 15-- 5 run and held a 8 lead
with two minutes to play and never
allowed the Scots to retake the lead.
"They were able to take a small
lead late and make the free throws,"
Moore said. The Tigers ended the
game making 17 straight free
throws, not allowing the Scots to
capitalize on any mistakes.
With four fouls, Gorman came back
in the game with seven minutes to play
and was able to have an impact despite playing in foul trouble. On two
53-4-

consecutive possessions, Gorman
came up with steals on entry passes
into the post, allowing the Scots to
climb closer to the Tigers.
Point guard Pat Noles '01 had an
opportunity to tie the game with just
seconds left, driving the length of
r.
the floor and pulling up for a
The shot was on line but
was just short, hitting the front iron,
and Wittenberg pulled down the rebound and made the two ensuing
free throws, clinching the victory.
Possibly the most important factor of Gorman's absence was felt on
three-pointe-

the defensive boards. Gorman
picked up his third foul with ten
i

photo

Montague makes "the shot. '

Where to find
the Scot and
Lady Scott in
action this week

by

Eric Bakken

Women 's Basketball
;

SaL

Earlham (A) I pjn.

.

Katie Montague '99 became Wooster's

Lady Scots win
Luke Lindberg

all-tim-

Wooster was (a point away from
sweeping Wittenberg for the first
time ever in NOAC play.
On Feb. 4, thefiady Scots traveled to Cleveland to face the Spartans of Case Western Reserve.
Wooster had demolished the Spartans earlier on this year, and Case
was looking for revenge.
Right at the outset of the game, it
wasn't looking good for the Lady
Scots. On the first play of the game,
Heather Dales '98 went down with

Wooster's standing in the upcoming
tournament.
NCAC
Fighting through injury and an
extremely demanding triumvirate of
on

games, the Lady Scots excelled,
winning at Case Western Reserve on
Feb. 4, beating Allegheny at home
on Feb. 1 1, and dropping a

an injury, leaving the Scots without

their leading rebounder and shot

one-poi- nt

heartbreaker to

league-leadin-

g

Wittenberg on Feb. 7. A 1 record
this week was certainly something
to be proud of, despite the fact that
2--

please see TIGERS TAKE A BITE
OUT OF THE SCOTS, page 10

photo by Eric Bakken
leading scorer this week.

2 out of3 NCAC games

The Lady Scot basketball team
entered the week with three tough
games, all against NCAC opponents. These three pivotal games
would have a huge outcome on
post-seas-

e

Men 's Basketball

Swimming and Diving

Sat Earlham (A) 3 p.m. '

Thurs.-S-

at
NCAC Championships
OberlinTBA

'

please see LADY SCOTS POACH
GATORS, MONTAGUE SETS
SCORING RECORD, page 1 1

Go Scots!

